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RACERS FALL
TO TSU TIGERS
Celebrating 85 Years
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Officers arrest·
student, find
bomb materials
in Hester room
Chris Wilcox
Staff writer

A Murray State student was arrested Jan.
31 on a charge relating to the possession of
bomb-making materials.
Munay State Police arrested David M.
Wilson, freshman from Florissant, Mo., at
12:50 p.m. on Jan. 31 for first-degree wanton
endangerment.
During a warranted search of his room at
314 Hester College, police found all the
components to make a pipe bomb, including a pipe, fuse and
black powder mixed
with ammonium nitrate,
according to the arrest
report.
Catherine
Sivills, assistant vice
president of Communications. said the materials were safely removed
from campus.
Young,
Mike
assistant vice president
of Student Affairs, said
DavidM.
Florissant
Police
Wllson
Department officials
contacted Public Safety, following an investigation they had conducted on Wilson.
After officials read him his Miranda
rights, the arrest report states David. M.
Wilson admitted to detonating at least two
~--other pipe bombs in St. Charles County,
Mo.
Young said the student was removed
from the residence hall and the court
banned him from campus.
"You ban a student from campus if you
feel their presence could present a threat to
others," Don Robertson, vice president, of
Student Affairs, said.
John David Wilson, director of Housing
and Residence Life, said an investigation is
underway.
He said Public Safety and the Housing
Office were notified of a search being conducted in one of the rooms of Hester College. Representatives from the offices were
present at the time of the search.
An affidavit from the Murray State Police
stated David M. Wilson consented to the
search of his room on Jan. 31. He was arrested following the search.
David M. Wilson was detained overnight
at the Calloway County Jail and was
released on a cash bond of $2,500. Bail was
set for $25,000.
His parents drove him home after his
release. Conditions of his release include
staying off Murray State's campus, staying
off any property that sells ammonium
nitrate and not being allowed to leave his
home in Missouri before 6 a.m. or after 6
p.m.
The University Judicial Board wiU not
meet as the student withdrew from Murray
State.
David M. Wilson is scheduled to appear
for a preliminary hearing in Calloway District Court at 9:30 a.m. Wednesday. Defense
Attorney Rick Lamkin will represent' him.
Lamkin would not comment.
Relatives of David M. Wilson declined to
comment regarding the charges when
called, and the defendant could not be
reached.
Mark Blankenship, Commonwealth
Attorney, said Lamkin explained during the
arraignment that the student's interest in
possessing the materials was recreational.
"It's awfully odd for a young man to have
those materials in a dorm room: Blankenship said. "I heard enough to know that
there were previous incidents in St.
Charles."
He said that due to the severity of the
case it could result in federal involvement.
President Randy Dunn said the University is taking an aggressive stance to deal
with the student because there is a zero-tolerance policy for issues of this magnitude.
Said Dunn: ':As always, the number one
role of the University is the safety and security of our students."
at
cwilcox2@
Contact
Wilcox
murraystate.edu.

Basketball hype benefits
University, contntunity ·
create an opportunity for alumni to
reconnect with their alma mater.
uwe're talking to alumni and
alumni (are) talking to us like
they're really touched by it; they
sometimes get emotional about it
because it's a tradition here at Murray State," said senior forward Ivan
Aska.
Carter said the success has drawn
in less active alumni.
"Let's be honest, this has brought
out alumni we haven't heard from
in a while and that's OK," Carter
said. "Get that sweatshirt out of the
closet and wear it to Kroger. We're
loving that people are reconnecting
with the University with this kind
of pride."
Carter said alumni are gathering
across the nation for viewing parties of Murray State's televised
, games.
"A couple of weeks ago we went
up against Louisville on the same
night; they gave Murray the big
screen and put the Louisville folks
in the back room,'' Carter said of
Molly Malone's r~staurant, the
Louisville viewing party location.
Carter said the University is also
hoping to reap benefits of alumni
wanting to reconnect by giving
donations. especially since the athletic departptent is in the early
phases of adding a practice facility
to the CFSB Center.

Elizabeth Johnson
Editor-in-Chief
Some luxuries come at an unaffordable price.
For instance, daily highlights on
ESPN, a front-page story in USA
Today, interviews with CBS Sports,
the New York Times and other
national media outlets, have always
been out of reach for Murray State.
But when a university's basketball
team tallies the best winning streak
in college basketball, things change.
Major media outlets have suddenly flocked toward The Bank,
paying staffers to venture deep into
western Kentucky to try to reveal
the next human interest piece about
this year's team - Isaiah Canaan's
struggle with Hurricane Katrina, Ed
Daniel's ever-changing hairstyle.
the success of rookie coach Steve
Prohm, leaving big cities for rural
living and a shot at athletic fame.
No one in Murray is complaining.
The free publicity of being in the
national spotlight is positively
affecting the University and the
community of Munay and will continue to do so.
"Somebody told me a couple
weeks ago, you could write a million dollar check to the school and
say, 'Give us all the advertising you
can give us,' and it wouldn't probably be able to suffice what's been
going on since b.asically early
December and that's the positive
role athletics can play • it can
impact the community, it can
impact the student body and it can
impact the University," Coach Steve
Prohm said.
Prohm is right. The school can't
put a price tag on it. Yet.
Catherine Sivills. vice president
of Communications, said when the
NCAA tournament is over, the University will hire an agency to run a
report determining the monetary
value of publicity this season.
"I feel like 1 can say just in my
head it's going to be over $10 million dollars worth," Sivllls said.
Jim Carter, vice president of
Institutional Advancement, said the
University ran a similar report in
2010 ranging between the time that
Canaan hit a half-court shot from
his knees to the time Munay State
lost to Butler in the second round of
the NCAA tournament. He said the
report valued the publicity at
approximately $2.4 million.
"This has been going on now nine
weeks for us," Carter said in reference to the time period in which
Murray State has been a top-25
team...Who knows wbat it will be,
but it is certainly something we
could never buy. It's something
that's almost unimaginable for us to
be able to have this kind of national
exposure."
Carter said even when the evalu·
ation is complete, there are other
factors that cannot be quantified
like the "Murray State Anthem"
video and Dick Vitale's comments
about Murray State during nationally broadcasted games.
But it's not just about the money.
The publicity around the basketball
team is affecting Murray State in a
variety of immeasurable ways.

.

University notes online traffic
Since entering the top-25 more
than two months ago, Murray State
has been working its way up the
rankings. And with each week. the
University's website has been seeing more and more traffic.
"Immediately after the rtrst of the
year, we began seeing a large
increase in daily traffic to the MSU
website," said Tony Powell, web
manager. "At present we are seeing
five times the amount of daily traffic over what we have seen in the
past, and indications are that this

Nate Brellsl01·d/I:he

Sold-out games and Iandino In the top·2S have positive Impact on the community.
upward trend will conti~ue as the
Racers continue to win and attract
national attention."
Powell said the website received
uncontrollable traffic after the Racers defeated Vanderbilt. Because of
that, the University added machines
to handle the increased views.
Sivills said with the increase of
traffic on the University's website
and social media platforms, the
world is able to see Murray State
embracing the success of the team.
"The thing that I love about aU of
this publicity 'is that most of it
shows that spirit.'' she said. "Even
'though it's related to basketball it
feeds into the University and the
students here. The students getting
behind the campus and the hashtag
fun we've had with Twitter and the
campaign with Dickie V and those
kind of things show the spirit of
everybody pulling together."
President Randy Dunn joked that
this season has made him feel like
the president of University of Kentucky.
"I've had many calls for tickets,
lots of emails. donors who are wanting to come back to campus for a
game and it's been a challenge for
us to deal with all of the requests
that are coming in," Dunn said.
While it has been a difficult task,
Dunn said it's one that the University will benefit from for years.
"There does seem to be a benefit
that comes to many parts of the university - obviously more directly for
student recruitment, for donor
involvement, connecting back to
the campus with alumni and somewhat indirectly with things like reputation within the region and things
of that nature," Dunn said.
Enrollment leverages publicity
The number of admitted students
for next fall is up almost 250 people
from this time last year, said Fred
Dietz, director of enrollment. Dietz
said while it's impossible to know
whether those students are choosing Murray State because of the
basketball team, it has an impact.
"I think the one thing we notice
more than anything everyday are
the kids talking about it and the
families talking about it,'' Dietz said.
"Everybody's so excited about the
team and what they're doing. We
have families visiting who are saying, 'wow. you're in the top 10."'
Dietz said recruiters have been

leveraging the increased pride
around the University when
prospective students come to visit.
"What we've used more than anything is the spirit side of it and how
students are really excited about
the campus and what the team's
accomplished," he said.
Prospective students are getting
to attend games and experience the
hype first hand, although Dietz said
tickets are harder to come by than
in previous years.
Dietz said the Racers' win over
Vand~rbilt in 2010 came after most
high school seniors have selected a
university, so it had little effect on
enrollment. But he thinks this year
may be different.
"This national exposure is a little
different in that it's earlier, it's over
a long period of time," Diet~ said.
"It's not just one great shot and
you're in the limelight for a little
while; we've been in the limelight
for several weeks now so it's pretty
significant from that standpoint.''
Josh Jacobs, chief of staff,
announced at Wednesday's Student
Government Association meeting
thatjhe University has the potential
to reach 12,000 students next fall.

City sees economic boost
The University is not the only
entity capitalizing on Racer success. It's become an advantage for
the local economy.
Local restaurants, hotels and
other businesses are reporting an
increa* in patrons. Hotels are seeing mote walk-ins on game nights.
, Restau~ants have families stopping
to eat before and after games. And
when the Racers are on the road,
fans fill the booths to watch their
team on screen.
"It's going to definitely put our
name in front of a lot of people's
eyes who haven't seen us before."
said Lance Allison, president/CEO
of the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce. "Any time
you have positive national exposure
it's a good thing."
Matt Mattingly, city administrator, said, while there is no immediate way to measure the impact of
the publicity, it could lead to business development.
"I think there are hopefully many
businesses that have overlooked us
in the past and now that we've got
some publicity they'll reconsider us
and see what our community bas to
offel'," Mattingly said.

Graduates gain competitive edge
While some students may not
realize it, awareness about the Uni·
versity could add a competitive
edge in their job hunts.
"lt won't burt for us to get that
kind of publicity from these various
media sources, let's face it, it's an
unprecedented run," said Ross
Meloan, director of Career Services.
"Utilize that exposure to the best of
your ability as an individual looking
for a position of employment."
Meloan said the basketball team
has become a highly popular talking
point. It's even become a conversation among his office and recruiters
for the Spring Career Fair, the
theme of which happens to be
March Madness.
"We piCked the theme before
Murray State's success; we just hit it
lucky," Meloao said. "What's been
interesting is we've found a couple
of companies who in their contact
with us start conversations or email
with reference to basketball:'

'Tham works for others
The most obvious beneficiary of
the publicity, however, is the Murray State athletics department.
From game day preparation to
setting aside time for interviews.
the athletics staff, coaches, players
and team managers have endured a
hectic season.
"I'm loving it but I'm holding on
right now for all I'm worth because
it's a busy time and [ work until I
can knock it off for the day and
come back the next day and do it
again." said Dave Winder, sports
information director for the men's
basketball team.
But for the team, it's n0t just
about their fame.
"It's more than just Munay State
men's basketball, I think some people need to realize that," senior
guard Donte Poole said. "We're
doing great but we're not doing this
just for us. It's for the school; it's for
the community, the fans, the
women's basketball team, the other
teams."
Contact Johnson at elizabetha.
johnson@murraystate.edu.

Alumni reconnect with alma mater
The success of the basketball
team and the constantly interactive
social media platforms combine to
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Housing offers
lower room fees
for commuters
OUvia Medovich
Staff writer

Photos by Kyll(' Town~nd/The

Kentucky Transportation Cabinet crews work above and below the water to remove brid9e debris from the bow of the Delta Mariner Saturday.

Crews free Delta Mariner
Austin Ramsey

Officials with the Land Betwcl'n the

News Editor

Lakes National Recreation Area opened

Portions of the 322-foot span of bridge
draped over the Delta Mariner were
removed over the WCl'kend , giving the
2.80Q-ton freight ship enough room to
move down river Monday.
The ship, which struck the Eggner's
Ferry Urid~t~ over Ken tucky Lake two
weeks ago has sat dormant under the
bridge since the incident. pending
approval of a salvage plan by the ship's
owner Foss Maritime.
That p lan came late last week and Kentucky Transportation Cabinet officials
approved it immediately. making way for a
maritime crane and several salvage dive
crews to cut the underwater pieces of the
bridge away from the ship beginning Saturday and finishing Monday, when the
Delta Mariner was given U.S. Coast Guard
approval to engine down the river to a
shalluw bay.
"The salvage operations are proceeding
as planned, and it is a significant milestone that the ship ha~ now been relocated downriver and dear of the Eggncr's
Ferry Bniige," Ciiidr. Clauiila GeiW, or
the Coast Guard Marine Safety Unit in
Paducah. Ky.• said.

part or' the U.S. 68/Ky. Hwy. 80 through
the area east of the bridge Saturday to give
locals the chance to sec the br idge. ship
and salvage operations first-hand.
Nicole Hawk. a media representative
\lrith LBL, said the p rotected national area
provided the clearest and closest safe
view of the bridge.
"There was a lot of public interest in
seeing this area," she said...A lot of people
use this bridge on a regular basis."
Hawk said the area has experienced a
slight decrease in visitors, and said she
hoped the viewing time over the weekend
would remind people that LBL is still in
full operation. despite the closure of the
b ridge.
KTC officials spent the weekend workin g only a few hundred feet from salvage
crews, as they are developing plans on
how to restore the heavy bridge t raffic.
A dive team assessed the bottom of the
lake under th e bridge and the piers on
either side of the fallen span, following
doubts that arose after the incident as to
the stability of remaining portions. ·
Keith ~ a
person or Die
KTC, said more accurate tools were
placed Tuesday to measure bow much

movement the bridge p iers are experiencing (if any), including laser points placed
on and off shore and surveying data col·
lected along the br idges railing.
"We're trying to provide as much infur- ·
mation as possible. so when we do get to a
point of being able to repair the bridge or
whatever decision is made, we will have
as much p re-engineering work done as
possible," he said. "So when we get to that
point, we can move ahead fairly quickly."
He said the KTC was evaluating six different restoration options, bu t would not
say what those options were at present.
On Thursday, a KT C inspt.'Ction team
rappellcd down four different piers of
bridge to determine whether any exterior
damage was caused where new portions
of concrete were added to heighten the
crossing for .the expansion of the Tennessee River in the mid-1940s.
Todd said work is also u nderway to
regain grid power to the bridge.
When It was struck, lighting for the
'entite structure went down with the
bridge span, so KTC personne l have
manned two generators on the Marshall
County side of the bridge to power navigii~Ciiil llibts.
Conta~t
Ramsey
murraystate.edu.

at

cmamsey5@

Due to the collapsu of the Eggner's Ferry Bridge. Murray State
Housing and Residence Life is offering an additional housing
option for students with a longer commute.
Commuting students are now able to ren t housing spaces for
the remainder of the semester at a prorated cost.
Tracy Roberts. interim registrar, said there are 271 commuter
students from Trigg and Christian ~ounties who attend classes at
the main campus. Out of those 271 students. 210 of them are fulltime.
Dun Robertsun, vice president of Student Affairs. said commuting students' al:lilit}' to drive to campus every day has changed
dramatically.
"There comes a point when commuting becomes much more
diffit'Ult and inconvenient." Robertson said.
He said the University is trying to be proactive with the situation and provide on-campus housing as an alternative option for
commuters.
"We can now offer a prorated rate to make it more attractive for
them to Jo that, which is only the fair thing to do," Robertson
said.
). Da\•id Wilson, director of Housing and Residence Life, said he
made the suggestion to offer the opportunity to impacted students during his wllckly meeting with Robertson.
He said a few students have inquired and shown interest.
The cut rate would depend upon which residential college the
student was assigned to. Wilson said.
"An example of this is that a student who moved into Regents
when we opened for the spring semester was charged $1,996," he
said, ''A student who moves into Regents today would be charged
$1,643.76 for the remainder of the spring semester."
Chelsea Brown, senior from Hopkinsville, Ky.. said she now has
a 18()-mile round trip from.her home to campus each day.
"It's a good extra 30 to 40 minute drive," Brown said.
She said she has considered th e housing option. but would only
need it for 38 dnys this semester and cannot afford to pay the prorated cost.
"1 have a house in Hopkinsville and I'm not going to pay the
$1,500 prorated rate for the rest of the semestel( Brown said.
She said she is looking at other less expensive options to ease
her commute.
Since the bridge collapse. Brown along with a fellow nursing
student have been staying at Murray Plaza Lodge. a hotel in Murray. at a discount rate.
Ray Osher, owner of Murray Plaza Lodge, said he was happy to
help the students and ease their commute by letting them stay for
a less expensive rate.
··we are dedicateJ to education and to people bettering themselves:-3sher sald. "niey need all the aid and resources ttiey can
get."
Contact Medovich at omedovich@murroystate.edu.

National Student Exchange
I

t

Photo wurttosy of the KTC

AtUCJ boat foflows as the Delta Mariner leaves the bridcJe Sablday after almost two weeks.

• Exchange for up to one full year
• Pay Murray State tuition to attend schools
throughout the U.S., Puerto Rico, Guam, the
Virgin Islands and Canada
• Kentucky Residents
Use your KEES money to pay for your tuition at
MSU and exchange to another college or university
.
• Choose from nearly 200 colleges and universities
• 2.5 GPA required at the time of application
• Full-time 'status required at the time of application
• Some scholarships and student financial aid will
apply to this program
• Application deadline for Fall 2012/Spring 2013 is
February 29, 2012
For more information, contact
Dr. Ross Meloan, Coordinator
rmeloan@murraystate.edu
or
Donna M. York, Program Assistant
dyork@murraystate.edu
Career Services

Almost Z.OOO visitors from as far as BowllnQ Green. Ky., crowded LBl to see the fallen bridt)e Saturday.
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Opinion Editor: Jolm Walker
Phone: 809-5873

Twitter: MSUNcwsOpinion

Our View

The ·winning basket
The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of
The Murray State News.

The success of the Racer basketball squad is bringing more
attention to our community than
usual. There may be plenty of
news bits on the history of our
school, but that is not the only
benefit of having an undefeated
team.
Across Murray business owners are talking about increased
number in customers and profits.
The amount of visiting students
is increasing and is bound to
increase even more.
. Even the atmosphere on campus is changing, with more students wearing the blue and gold
instead of apparel for their other
favorite big league teams. Gear is
becoming harder to find in the
Bookstore and students talk
excitedly about attending the
games. This is not to say students have been lacking in past
years, just a notable, positive difference in enthusiasm.
The team is doing a great job of
not only rallying the University,
but the community as well. This
season is on its way to making
Murray a top destination for
prospective students all across
the country.
And seeing as the health of
both the University and the community is so intertwined, it is the
responsibility of every supporter
to put their energy behind the
winning run of this team.
Randy Dunn, University president, said there are obvious positives to the team's streak.

"There does seem to be a benefit that comes to many parts of
the University, obviously more
directly for student recruitment
for donor involvement , connecting back to the campus with
alumni and somewhat indirectly
with things like reputation within the region and things of that
nature," Dunn said.
Across the South we are used
to seeing big teams like Duke and
Kentucky take the stage. Their
support is widespread and very
dogmatic. But at the regional
schools we have a tendency to be
humble about our sports. The
few victories we achieve are
overshadowed by the conquests
of dynasty schools. That is now
over.
It is time to claim in every way
what is ours, an undefeated season with one of the most underrated programs in the entire
country. We have the team, so
let's give them the spirit and sup·
port it needs.
"We're enjoying the challenge
of dealing with this," Dunn said.
"I kind of joke to some friends
that I feel what it's like to be
UK's president because I've had
many calls for tickets, lots of
emails, donors who arc wanting
to come back to campus for a
game and it's been a challenge
for us to deal with all of the
requests that are coming in."
The president's comment
about enjoying this new chal·
lenge is one we should all
embrace as the University enters
this brave new world. Let's all
work together in making it
-worthwhile.

Don't forget to visit us at
thenews.org
and follow tis on Twitter
@MSUNewsOpinion
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you will dofor

Valentine's Day?

"My fiance and I are going to dinner
and a movie."
Jessica Jones· Mayfield, Ky.
sophomore

"In the Curris Center Murray Christian
Fellowship i~ going to be passing out hot
chocolate and Hugs and Kisses to love on
our student body."
Hailey Buth· Louisville, Ky.
junior

"My best friend and I are going to Patti's."
Kelsey Bogart· ~·· "'1V ~ . Tenn.
junior

Melissa Ruhlm:m/The News

Outside Voice

Campus workers wabt more
It's 7 a.m. and
the buzzer is
once
again
disturbing my
short
lived
slumber.
With a groan l
painstakingly
Jonathon Rowland roll out of bed
senior from
and perform
Jonesboro,lll.
my morning
ritual. Take a shower, brush my
teeth, throw on some clothes and
rush out the door to head to class.
Unbeknownst to me an entire
army of people have already long
been up creating an environment
suitable for my education to take
place.
No, l am not talking about the
professors, lecturers and grad
assistants that staff our classrooms. 1 am instead referring to
the gears that' keep the machine
that is Murray State running. r am
speaking, of course, of the unseen, unsung and underpaid
heroes of this University.
The auxiliary staff here at Murray State University. They are the
cooks who are up before dawn to
ensure that students have the
nutrition to make it through the
daily grind of class.
They are the janitors, electri~
dans, mechanics and grounds
keepers who ensure this campus
is able to support the thousands of
students who flock to it every day.

Without them we could not sue·
cessfully receive the education
that promises us a brighter futlire.
Yet, have any of you ever
thanked one of these people for
the service they do us?
Better yet. Has the ,University
administration ever compensated
them fairly for their efforts that
are so integral to the success of
this University and its students?
T he answer is an unequivocal no.
Every year the administration of
Murray State University ignores
the rising income disparity of its
auxiliary staff. Every year this
administration does nothing to fix
it. And every year it gets worse
for the workers who are trapped
in this poverty driven system.
Yes, poverty.
According to the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services a family of three must gross
at least $19,090 to stay above the
poverty line. Using information
from Murray State's 2011·2012
operating budget, the average
Dining Service cook makes only
$15,543 per year.
This means that a worker with
an un-employed partner and child
is living well below the poverty
line. For workers in other au..xiliary departments the situation is
just as dire.
The average building services
technician makes just $17,977 per
year. This amount is still under
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the poverty line for your normal
family of one partner and child. I
find myself disheartened and disillusioned when an institution
such as Murray State exclaims in
its mission statement ..Teaching,
research and service excellence
are core values and guiding principles that promote economic
development and the well-being
of the citizens of the Commonwealth of Kentucky and the
region."
How can this be true when this
institution is paying Kentucky citizens' salaries that in many cases '
are below the poverty line? How
can you promote economic development when you pay your workers such a miniscule amount of
money?
These unsung heroes of Murray
State deserve better. They deserve
the chance to earn a fair wage.
They deserve the possibility to
have better lives. They deserve an
institution that looks at them as
human beings and not numbers
on an expense report.
I would point to characteristic
seven of the Murray State Graduate, "Understand the importance
of and engage in ethical behavior
and responsible citizenship." I've
done my best to follow this
attribute that our University
holds so high. Now I challenge the
administration of this University
to do the same.

Write to us!

Elizabeth Johnson
Editor·in·Chief • 809·68n
1

f
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The News welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. Letters should be 300 words or Jess. Con·
tributors should include phone numbers for verification. Please include hometown, classification and
title or relationship to the University. Commentaries should be between 600 to 800 words. The News
reserves the right to edit for style. lenqth and content No anonymous contributions will be accepted. All
contributions should be turned in by noon on Tuesday of each week via email or thenews.orq. Contribu·
lions to The News are the opinion of the author and not that of The Murray State News.
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Outside Voice

Welcome to Syria
Blood is flowing down the gutters from the
streets

Turning points
I

What's the price to pay when life is so cheap

Jaywalking

~
All we wanted was to be free
Is this not the twenty-first century

Machine gun fire wracks through brick and glass
Cutting down the lives of innocents
While the world watches on their TV screens
Does cmyone heed our pleads and our screams

Slaughtered like cows in factories
The dead are.Piling up in the streets
But where is there to run when you are in bell
Is there no one on this Earth that will help

Food is scarce and the nights are bitter cold
As the mortars'shell our schools and our homes

Will we be obliterated into history
Cleansed from the Earth for wanting to be free

The injured they have nowhere to go
The death squads rampage the hospitals
There is no'medicine for the sick
As diminishing families bury their kin

We have no tanks or guns to fight them off
Uke targets in a range they pick us off
Everyday brings new death and terror

WUUam PanzareUa

non-student

We can divide
the life we spend
on earth in many
different ways.
Educationally
there are all the
different levels by
which we
advance. Some
John Walker may measure
Opinion Editor their lives spiritually or through
their economic successes. In my
own life there is only one division:
before and after I fell in love with
books.
This may seem silly or cliche, but
it cannot be expressed enough the
importance of the printed word and
its affect on humanity. For me,
books are the reason for this column. They helped me get through
our terrible public school system
and create the ideas and words I
needed to find my place in the
world
If you were to see my desk right
now you would see a plethora of
titles and genres. Everything from
George Orwell and Stephen King to
Marcus Aurelius and Slavoj Zizek.
Please do not think I am trying to
brag about my high brow book collection. There is also a copy of
"Screenwriting for Dummies,'' a
book full of tales from National
Geographic and an old children's
story collection. But these are not
even close to grasping the variety of
material I read.
Magazines, newspapers, books,
journals, essays, blogs and online
articles take up the bulk of my time.
Of course, the reader could say it is
pertinent for 'anyone who writes for
a news publication to read as much
as possible. Unfortunately, we live
in a world where reading can still be
looked down upon in ~ommunities.
Censorship is still a problem.
According to the American Library
Association there were 348 challenges to books in the United States
in 2010. Many people cite censorship as a way to protect youth from
the harmful knowledge of adulthood. Translated this is just a way
of keeping young people from developing at t~eir own pace and questioning the world in their own
terms. One of my favorite lines by
Mark Twcnn captures this feeling
perfectly, 'Censorship is telling a
man he can't have a steak just
because a baby can't chew it."
Everything we know today and
have experienced as a modern,
industrialized society can in some
way be attributed to books. Those
once blank pages filled with new
knowledge and passed down to generation after generation should
leave us in awe of ourselves.
So the next time you are in the
Graphic by Erin jackei/The News
library, any library, make sure to
complete two tasks. Find a librarian
/«ft eo- students who dO
to say thank you to for their hard
/MW
II>not realize haviDg bomb 1n the newsroo
work and go find a subject you
maktns materials on c~ We have an und
know absolutely nothing about, pull
pus is not acceptable, espe- feated team on camout
a book on that subject and educially in Hester pus breaking all
cate
yourself. That is, after all, what
COllege. There is a sorts of records and ~ are
life
is
all about.
reason they have still stUdents who can't let 10
"Books will soon be obsolete in
fire day. llarbe of the bis league teams. lt'l
the schools..."- Thomas Edison, 1913.
eJICIIIIIh to ..... - weep fOr Contact Walker at john.walker@

Duke~

ter. Have we come
that far? We hope

'

jeen

the rest of campus
isn't as worried because that
would be a lot of unneeded
stress. Way to go college. we
thought J.011 were •ppos.. to he ....
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Ag school alumnus runs for state house
Haley Russell
Assistant Nc\vS Editor
Richard Heath, Murray State alumnus, has t•ntered the race for 2nd Dis·
trict State Representative after
current Mayfield, Ky.. Dcmocrat.Rcp.
FrcQ.Nesler announced his retirement
in o'i_.ccmhcr.
fkath was raised on a fam1 in
Graves County, Ky., and eventually
bought it from his father when he was
19 years old.
In 1979, he put himself through cui·
lege at Murray Stare while continuing
to own nnd run th(' f:um. After graduating colll·ge with a teaching degree,
Heath taught one year of school in
Farmersville, Tenn.
He then entered the husiness world,
and took a full time job at the Grave-;
County C<l·op in Mayfield and sold
this farm to the conservation reserve.
After two years, Heath moved up to
manage the Co-op. a position he held
for 13 Yl'ars.
During this 13 years Heath grew th(•
business from $1.3 million in sales to
more than $4 million and added jobs,
products and services.
Heath bought his brother's busi·
ness, Heath Building Material, and
slill owns it today.
Hl'ath snid he decided ro enter the
race when Nesler announced his re·
tircmcnt In The Mayfield Messenger.
"As soon .. , 1 read that article, the
thought ran through my mind 'there's
the oppnrtunity that I'Vl~ been waiting
for: I should run for that office.'" he
said.
Heath said he kept the idea to him·

Allie O<~uglas.JTIJP. News

Alumnus Richard Heath is running for the state house. Heath visited the campus and discussed his Murray State memories.
self during the Christmas holidays
and brought it up to his wife and kids
in late Dt•ccmher.
Heath s:1id h~· feels hl' is thl' beo;t
candidate for the 2nd District because
of his ability to create jobs.
"Of course everybody's got jobs on
their mind," he said. "It's no SCl~rct to
anybody that not <mly \\'t•stern Ktm·
tucky needs jdhs, but District 2 net•ds
jobs and the state of Kentucky and the
United States needs jobs nnd when I

was at the Co-op. when I grew the
business ... I was able to develop job
opportunities for people who wanted
to comC' on board and join the team."
Heath said hl' wants to take his experience in job creation to Frankfort.
He said creating jobs fnr the district
wi!J involve four aspects: education,
better taxation, affordable hcalthcare
and regulatory relief.
"Education is key to developing job
opportunities anywhcr<;," he said. "My

focus will be on improving education
opportunities for our constituents."
Heath said the education he re·
ccived from Murray State allowed him
to be a stronger candidate for the jobs
he applied for after graduating.
"(Murray State) made me very
OlWart• of how important education is
in the job market because, first of all,
I had to get a college degree to get a
job tt•aching school," he said.
When applying for the Graves

County Co-op managcmcnt position,
Heath said the college education he
received at Murray State helped him
stay in the running for tht• job, which
required applicants with degrees.
"The problem-solving skills 1
learned at Murray State and the ability
to address issues that face the busi·
nesses that I was put in charge of, that
all comes back to you when you're pul
to the test," he said.
Heath said he still recalls what he
learned at his time at Murray State.
"Being able to draw from my learn·
ing experiences at Murr;1y State and
being able to apply those principles to
the job opportunity that I had before
me; it worked hand in hllnd."
Robin Heath, Richard Heath's wife,
said she had always encouraged her
husband to run for an office, teasing
him about his popularity within th1.:
community.
"I told him that if that'.; something
he wanted to do, then we'll do it," she
said.
She said because her husband
stands for what he b('Jiews in, is not
easily swayed and has such an cxten·
sivl! business bac)<ground, :;he is con·
fident her husband is the most
qualified candidate.
Other candidiates for the 2nd Dis·
trict scat include Art hut Byrn of Mayfield, Kelly Whitaker of Hickory and
Patrick Fisher of Mayfield.
Richard and Robin Heath will host a
meet and greet with a spaghetti din·
ner 4-7 p.m. Saturday at The Gathl•r·
ing in Mayfield.
Contact Russell at hrussell@
murraystate.edu.

Across campus i University hires retention director
Meghann Anderson

Music program estabUsbes scholarships

Staff writt'r

Murray State's music business program established two schol·
arships from the International Entertainment Buyers Association (lEBA). The scholarships total $lO,OQO.
~L1le scholarships are in honor ()f Stephen H. Tulm.an and
Michael Smaruak. ''they are available to stutlents who are in pur:.uit of a music business degr:ee.
·rblman is the past president of lESA and is the president of
Nashville Association of1'alent Directors (NATD) and the co·
director of Logl·Com Project M~ement in Nashville. Smardak is ~resident and found~r Q( Outback Concerts, based in

St~d<.•nt Affairs extended an offer to
Jamie Mantooth for the director of recruit·
mcnt and retention on ran. 19 after the np·
plication
process
dosed the third week
ofNowmbcr.
He will assume his
position in early April.
The sc:~rch began last
semester after Carmen
"?;arlanct rct1red from
the posmon. Don
Robertson, vice president uf Student Affairs.
Jamie
y,:as interim co-chair on
Mantooth the President's Com·
mission on Student Rc·
Director
of Recruitment tention since Garland
and Retention retired.
The director of reten·
tion works dirl·<.·tly under Robertson on
that commission.
President Randy Dunn said the Univer·
sity has been challenged in previous years
to keep retention numbers strong.
"Generally w<.•'ve been among the high·

Nashvill~

·111e ll'..bA scholarships are combined with an internship opportunity from NATD. BOth oq~anizattons have ties with the
Unive~sity.

litn Carter1.a member of the lEBA board, supporter of the University's music business program and :vlce president for lnstitu·
tional Advancement at Murray State, u.id these scholarships
greaUy help the University.
Said Carter: '"lEBA's donations directed to our music business
students V'.tlidates for me thqt our very new program h:ts arrived.
IEHA's financial supp<>rt and endorsement means our students
get to stand toe-to·toe and compete with students from other
universitieswho have had these 'Opportunities 'due to their long·
standing programs.''

Music project caters to Joeal schools

est institutions in the Commonwealth on
retention and we ~till remain such," Dunn
said. "Looking for the opportunity to have
some renewed thinking and different ap·
proaches to take this on, it's really going to
be just as critical to us as our enrollment
push has been over the past few years in
keeping our numbers strung and having
success in getting students progressing to·
ward degree."
Mantooth has spent the last ll years at
Auburn Uniwrsity in Alabama, directing
various programs, such as Greek life, stu~
dent affairs and parent organizations.
He said he will need to figure out bow
hi;; role as director fits in in with Murray
State and he will need to experience more
involvement with the students.
Mantooth said 25 to 30 percent of Murrar State students don't return after their
first year at Murray State and be wants to
find the reason behind it.
"1 know there arc a lot of things already
in place such as the President's Commis·
sion on Student Retention, the first year
leader program and Great Beginnings to
help with retention," Mantooth said.
Mantooth is excited about the move and
will be accompanied by his wife and children;.

"I really have a lot to learn about Murray
State," Mantooth said. "I have a lot to lc.un
about the students, culture and how the administration works ~t Murray State."
Renae Duncan, associate provost for un·
dergraduate education,. co-chaired the
commission along with Garland. Mantu(1th
will be joining her in implementing idl•as
to retain students from last scmcstC'r.
"On the academic side he will be work·
ing with faculty to identify students who
are at risk of failing classes." Duncan said.
"Our p~e is to identify what Is working
and what's not working with retention all
across campus, with academies, residential
colleges and other programs."
Duncan said freshman students have the
larges~drop·out rate across the country,
which will be a focus she said she hupes to
maintain with Mantooth.
"Wcjwill have a big emphasis on fresh·
men, but we want to make sure all our stu·
dents ~raduate," Duncan said. "We arc
doing what can be supported, and ont·e we
find out what dollar amount we have, Wl''ll
be able to step back and sec where we can
go from there."
Contact Anderson at mander.wn22(al
murraystate.edu.

Music department fal.'Ulty members and their student cham·

ber music ensembles at the University have begun visiting local
schools in order to provide educational and <.-ultural experiences
to schools that do not have the resources to do so.
These (!fforts are supported tbro~h a grant from the Murray
State's Of(ice of Regional Outreacll.
The ensembles range from a <flute duo to jazz combos and n
trombone choir. Each performance is followed by a faculty lecture or pdvate lesson for students.
The project was created by Eri.; Swisher, associate professor
nf music, who ~id each 'Program is tailorE:d for each school.
'l'he project has been established for two semesters.
This program is a reflection of ,Regional Outreach's grants that
focus solely on the 18 counties in west Kentucky.
Gina Winchester, executive dlrettor of r~onal steward~
shipand outreacll; said they are happy to fund a program that
teaches both culture awareqess and.a.m~>iC education.
Christina D~brosio, music d~partment outreach coordina·
tor, is iu the planning stages for t~ spring semester school vis·

its.

Foust sets Walker manslaughter trial date
Staff Repo rt
Jury selection in the case against former University student Jerry
Walker is scheduled for July 6, and the trial1s set to t>nsuc shortly
afterward.
Walker, 35, of West Paducnh, Ky., was indicteJ for a second time
due to his alle~cd connection with the 1998 Hester College fire.
A status hearing was held on Dec. 22 in Calloway County Circuit
Court to determine if the case will proceed lO trial
The 2001 trial ended with a hung jury, a mistr~l and dismissal
without prejudice, meaning Walker could !f:tce chaJ;"ges again. The
case had to bt: brought to the grand jury to show there was enough
evidence tu start a new inwstigation. •
During the status hearing, Walker's attorneys, Dennis Null of
Mayfield, Ky., and Richard Null of Paducah. Ky.• filed a motion ask-

ing Circuit Judge Dennis Foust to reconsider his order dismissing
the case.
Null said Walker has a scheduled appearance for a status hear~
ing Monday. Attorney Mark Blankenship said he wants the trial to
remain in Callow.1y County. Null may petition the court for a
change of location.
Walker is charged with second!degree mansl:\llghter. first-de·
gree arson of a public building, second-degree assault and 14
counts of first-degree wanton endangerment. According to the
Kc.ntucky State .Police, he threatened the welfare of others.
Walker bas pleaded not guilty to all charges.
Walker, who was 22 at the time of the incident, was initially
charged with murder and arson.
The trial is set to take place in Calloway County.
Contact Anderson at manderson22@murraystate.edu.
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The University is committed to a safe
and respectful campus.
Make sure you know your rights by checking out the new

Student Life Policies and Handbook at:

www.murraystate.edu/studenthandbook
The updated edition includes the policy on
Sexual Misconduct,Unwanted Pursuit
and Relationship Violence located on page 11 .
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Illegal Man Downfield

Relapse?.So what?
josh Hamilton is
one amazing dude.
Hamilton is best
know for being the
starting left fielder
for the Texas
Rangers, but he bas
much more to his
story than that.
Hamilton is one of
the most praised
and recruited high
Assistant Sports
school baseball
Editor
players in the last
10 years.
Upon graduating high school
Hamilton signed with the Tampa Bay
Devil Rays for $3.96 million. Hamilton
seemed to be on top of the world; he
was young, talented and rich, however
being away from home for the first
time in his life cau'led him to experiment with drugs and alcohol, which
would eventually lead to a horrible
addiction and a failing career.
Reporters described Hamilton as a
shame and a wasted talent. The kid
who was once on top of the world was
now spiraling out of control and hitting rock bottom.
It wasn't until 2005 that Hamilton
overcame his drug addiction after
being confronted by his weeping
grandmother. Hamilton says his faith
in God is what brought him out of
addiction and gave him a new start.
Once Hamilton sobered up, the
sports world got to see how truly gift·
ed he is with a bat in his hand. Hamilton was the 2008 American League
RBI champion, 2010 American League
batting champion. the 2010 American
League Championship MVP and the
2010 American League MVP among
many other awards.
I tell you all this to show you how
far Hamilton has come. Hamilton has
disciplined himself for a long time to
accomplish aJI that he has. clean his
life up and get his act together. With
that being said, Hamilton had a
relapse in 2009 where pictures were
taken of him partying with women,
shirtless inside a bar with glazed over
eyes that would mike anyone think he
was heavily intoxicated.
Hamilton apologized for his actions
and went on with his life and career.
Everything seemed to blow over as
people thought this was his one big
relapse. After all, everyone is allowed
to have one relapse right?
That is until last week when it was
revealed that Hamilton had yet anoth·
er relapse with alcohol. Fans and critiques are now bashing Hamilton for
being a hypocrite and laughing at his
professed belief thut Jesus gives him
strength.
The fact of the matter is people who
are bashing Hamilton for his relapse
do not understand one of two things.
One b that he is a human being, and
just because he can swing a bat and
hit a ball 500 feet docs not change the
fact that he has flaws, struggles and
demons to deal with just like everyone
else.
The second thing fans don't seem to
understand is addiction is real. Anyone who has have ever known someone who struggles with addiction,
especially substance abuse addiction.
knows that it is an ugly and brutal battle that a person has to fight ever)'day.
It's not like Hamilton woke up the
morning ,o f his relapse and said "well,
I feel like getting drunk today."
Addicts like Hamilton have to struggle with their addiction every day for
the rest of their life. Some days are
easy and seems like they will never
touch their addiction again and some
days arc hard.
There arc days when addicts like
Hamilton have weak moments and
stumble, just like the rest of us. The
fact of the matter is Hamilton bas
come a long way from his dark days,
and instead of criticizing and lashing
out at him we, as sports fans. should
rally around him to see him persevere.
Have some compassion on the man!
He made a mistake!
This isn't the end of the world for
Hamilton, and I hope he will show his
critics he is the same person: An honest, humble, struggling man who does
his best to fight his battles everyday.
We should all sympathize with
Hamilton, knowing we have our own
struggles and sins to deal with. let's
just be thankful ours aren't televised
every time we fall and have compassion on Hamilton, because his are.
Contact Stinson at dstinson@

murraystate.edu.
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Junior 9uard Isaiah canaan anticipates hls next move against Tennessee State Thursday nl9ht when No. 9 Murray State suffered Its first loss of the season.

•

Racers
Sophie McDonald
Sports Editor
Steve Prohm had never lost a game as
a head coach until Thursday night and
now he's going to lose sleep as weU.
"I doubt U'll get any sleep)," Probm
said Thursday night after No. 9 Murray
State iost 72-68 to Tennessee Stat~ eud·
ing the Racers' run as the lut \4Dbeaten
team in Division I. "My parents are here,
too. That's what makes it even worse. (A
loss) is terrible. but then when your parents .are here and they don't see you a lot
it makes it even worse. It's the first time
they've ever seen a game here (that) we
lost in six years.
"But that means you're at a good program, first off. But no (1 won't sleep)
because I'll watch the tape and I'll be
mad at myself and then they're building
a house next door and they start building the house at 5:30 so 1 can't sleep anyways after that so it's rough right now."
Robert Covington had 17 points and
eight rebounds to lead the Tigers.
The 37-year-old Prohm accepted
responsibility for the loss.
"I've got to do a better job in some
areas to make sure we're doing a better
job executing at times," Prohm said.
MBut, rm proud. I'm extremely proud of
our guys. We had an amazing run. 23
wins in a row. I'm sure we set a lot of
records along the way, but now we've got
to be totally locked in on winning a conference championship."
Junior guard Isaiah Canaan had 31
points and six rebounds for Murray State
(23-1, il-l Ohio Valley Conference).
Murray State has won the last eight
meetings against Tennessee State (16-10,
9-4) dating to 2008-09.
"'saiah had 31 and was 7 for lO from
the 3 and 10 for 13 from the field and
some of the shots he was hitting. you just
sit over there as an opposing coach and
say 'Are you kidding me? ' You just can't
defend any better," Tennessee State's
John Cooper said. "But I thought we did
a much better job on him in the second
half and down the stretch in limiting his
touches so he just did not control the
game as much."
Cooper had nothing but good to ~y
about the Racers.
"Let me say congrats to Murray, to
their staff, their team, to the people
here," Cooper said. "~ot only am I
impressed with what this team has done
and the burden that presents but the
class and how (they) go about it and how
(they) treat the visiting team and every·
thing else. Congrats to you guys, it is
very impressive what this te~m has been
able to do and bow they've handled
that."
Covington hit a 3-pointer with 4 minutes left that gave Tennessee State a 65·
62lead.
.
The Tigers led 69-68 when a turnover

lfS

gave. Murray State the ball with U.2 seconds to play. Tennessee State stole the
inbounds pass. Covington was fouled
with 9.7 seconds left but he missed both
free throws.
Canaan turned the baU over and committed a foul with 3.5 seconds to play.
Kenny Moore made two free throws to
mue it a thi'ee=pOllit lead
Murray State again turned the ball
over on a long inbounds pass and Tennessee State's Jordan Cyphers made one
of two free throws to seal the upset.
"I'm very proud of our young men to
be able to come here and win on the
road." Cooper said. "It is certainly not an
easy place to play. a packed house and a
team that just stuck to it. There was a
point where we were down l2 points in
the second half but yet, and still for
whatever reason, we hung in there."
The Racers scored the first seven
points of that game but they went more
than six minutes without a field goal.
The scoreless streak ended when senior
guard Jewuan Long connected on a
layup off a pass from freshman guard
Zay Jackson to give the Racers a onepoint lead.
Jackson stole the ball with 33 seconds
remaining in the frrst half. Canaan had
the ball in his bands and as Prohm stood
and pointed directions, the crowd stood
and cheered. With four seconds left
Canaan made a 3-pointer to give Murray
State a 40-33 lead. Canaan finished 7-of10 from 3-point range.
There were nine lead changes - five
in the second half. Tennessee State's ~
bench outscored Murray State's 30·10.
Aska. who leads the team in rebounds.
had six for the team and eight points in
Thursday's game and said the atmosphere was different in the locker room
after the game.
"It was kind of weird because we're so
used to (J>rohm) saying good job, but he
still said good job today," Aska said.
"Everybody felt like it hit us, we didn't
know what happened, but then again we
knew what happened. But we still got
more games. We just have to stay as a
family and keep on doing the right
things."
Long took the loss hard but is keeping
his eyes up for Saturday's game against
Austin Peay.
"I feel like we let a lot of people down
tonight but we cant think about it; it's in
the past," Long said. "We've got to get
ready for Saturday."
Prohm said he and the guys are staying positive.
.
"I love every one of them guys and I
think those guys have a lot of respect for
each other," Prohm said. "Isaiah was the
last one in the locker room and he
looked at me and said 'we're alright
coach'."

I love every one of them guys
and I think those guys have a lot of
respect for each other," Prohm said.
"Isaiah was the last one in the loc~k
er room and he looked
at me and
•
said 'we're alright coach.'

Contact McDonald at smcdonald3@
murraystate.edu.
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Track and Field

Athlete
Spotligfit:

Last goodmovie that came out:
"fast Five"

Major/Minor:
Criminal Justice/Social Welfare

Alexis Love
Ben Morrow

Favorite food:

Favorite local restaurants:

Staff writer

Hot wings
and nachos

Nick's and Matt B's
ln a year where Murray State fans are concen·
I rating on records falling in men's basketball. one
athlete is quietly smashing records of her own.
This R.aL"<!r''s per:;onal achievements might be
the most impressive accomplishments of20l2.
Alexis Love, junior from Palmetto, Fla., has al·
ready received two OVC Player of the Week ac·
colade$ midway through the indoor track portion
of the season. Love posted a school record in the
60·mctcr sprint with a time of7.54 seconds at the
lllini Classic earlier this year, resetting a Murray
State record she broke last year as a sophomore.
The ()O·mctcr might not be the last record to
fall. Love ic; also flirting with the school record
for the 100-mctcr sprint. She posted a blazing
24.69 at the Rod McCravy Memorial in lexington, Ky., last weekend, just more than a half-second s hy of .the Murray St<.~tc n:cord. That
1mnmrwl time was a 24.02 set by Heather Samuel
1n 1994.
l.ove is anything but overconfidt•nt when dis~ussing ht•r achievements. The soft·spoken ath~ctc sound~ timid in conversation, but below the
surface lies an undeniabl<.> drive and determinat ion.
Instead of bragging about personal talent, Love
credits discipline and hard work for her transi·
tinn to success.
"Every week in my planner 1 write down the
times I ran last week and I always try to run
faster and improve that time," Low said. "I have
numbers in my locker of OVC times I want to
beat. I bavc pictures in my room. 1 have note
card) with times on them. Sometimes l think I
may be too hard on myself. I'm not complacent.
I'm always thinking about it. 1llcri.''S always room
for improvement."
love acts as surprised as anyone when she details the record·brcaking season she is enh>ying.
She said the confidence of success is snowballing
into more success.
"[l makl:S me feel really good," Love said. "I
can't even describe it. I was always told that [ had
the potential, but I feel like I've actually shown
that on the track this year. Before, I was just running on raw talent. but now it just feels different.
I'm more t:onfidcnt in myself, more confident in
my coaches and I'm a lot strongt•r. It's very different. 1 know l can compete with all the other
girls who ~re at the top in the OVC."
l.ovc said the success of her fellow athletes inspires her to work hard .

Favorite musician:

Fastest time:

Beyonce

7.54 seconds
(60 meters)

"I like it," she said. "I applaud them. I'm a
Racer and they're Racers. l think it's great. It kind
of pushes me.''
Love said she had to get used to small-town
Murray after coming from Florida.
''I'd never seen snow unril I came to Murray,"
she said. "J:'Iorida was huge and Murray is such a
small town. I think I'm used to it now, except for
the winters."
Love said the track team is like her second
family.
"We're always cheering each other on," .she
said. "It doesn't matter who it is. We're alwi)ys at
the finish line cheering on our teammate. We
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treat each other the SOlmc."
The Racer w.1s quick to ask students •md fan s
to stay updated on the team's progress.
"We haVl' a Facebook page and a Twitter page
und our coach is always updating them," she said.
"We would like cvcryonl' to look us up and sec
what we're doing. We have a great tea111 and
great pCJtcntial and we're moving up."
Despite the cold Kentucky winters, Lo\'c ~aid
she is right where she is supposed to be.
"l wouldn't want to go anywhere e lse," she
said.."! love being <\ R:tct>r."
Contact Morrow at michael.morrow(@
murraystate.edu.
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Men's Basketball

Open Mouth, Insert Football

Social Media connects fans with team

The Racer: An adaptation
Once upon an
evening dre.ary. while
I studied, weak and
wear)',
And my eyes grew
tired and bleary with
sume boring homework chore,
While I nodded,
nearly napping, suddenly there came a
Morrow
tapping,
Sports columnist
As uf someone gcntlr rapping. rapping at my dorm room
door.
··nude h:.td better have a pizza. if he
knocks upon my door! Only this. and
nothing mort.>."
Much to my dismay and fright. I found
a figure in the light
Who stood so tall I thought he might
nut fit beneath my d~1rm room door.
l>ress\·d in blue and golden yellow, this
big, tall, and gangly fellow
Shook me like a Mello-Yello till I cowered on the floor.
An angry Popeye Jones was glaring at
me while 1 hugged the floor.
N11 <me less, :.tnd no one more.
The Racer, to my endless fright,
grabbed me, then, and we took flight. .
We landed in the cool, dark night outside the arena door.
The crowd Inside stood to clapping,
cheerful. giddy, nervous. happy,
An rutnounccr started rapping of
events ne'er seen before.
Has a school like little Murray had a
year like this before?
.Never. Also, nevermore.
'I\..-o ranked teams - the BraeketBustcr
- gathered for their pre-game muster
Suddenly my heart felt flustered as the
players took the floor.
The Racer saw 1 recognized some
classmates from the class that I
Had ditched them fur. He watched my
C}"CS while I kept tabs upon·thc score.
Did he think that ol' St. Mary's could
beat our bors on our home floor?
Quoth the Racer: "Nevermore."
Donte shot threes fast and faster. grabbing noards was Ivan Ask.a.
Like Isaiah in Alaska,'"each played like
one born to score.
Shootin' blind like Helen Keller. magic
plays like Penn and Teller
Droppin' dime_-; like Rockefeller to
each teammate on the floor.
Finally, the shot swished through and
launched the party on the floor.
Undcrratc:d? Nevermore.
Dickie V. was so e.xcited. Canaan got
himself highlighted.
I screamed like ~ad; 1 couldn't fight it,
cheered them as they left the floor.
l'np loo)ed down at my small frame,
:md with i scowl he said my name.
"You th~nk you'll skip another game?" I
looked UJ>:3l the final score.
Willi n!iss another chance to cheer
and watch my classmates score?
Asharndd, 1 answered ''Nevermore."
I blinked hut once and all was quiet.
but inside was much disquiet
Coming from the gleeful riot that I'd
witnessed just befon:.
I clost•d my eyes, anJ then I smiled,
and then like Christmas for a child,
l saw Pop's jersey neatly piled, a wrin·
klcd number fifty-four.
Could this token left to me be mine to
keep, this fifty-four?
I realized it was meant for more.
Sn this R:tct•r:'s jersey's hanging, still is
hanging. still is han~ing,
Reminding us when he was banging
boards way back in Racer lore.
Yet this Racer gave me pause, to seize
the moment nl>W, because,
This time won't come again, it was the
chancl~ tu watch my classmates score.
Will l miss another chance tn cheer
and watch my classmates score?
Q!toth this Racer. "Nevermore!"

Ben

Racers ttse Twitter for fun, encouragement
Sophie McDonald
Sports Editor
Despite being .23-1 and handling the pressures
of being student-athletes as well :ts the onlr undcfcatt.•d team in the nation, the Murray State
men's basketball team still makes time ltl tweet.
"We have fun with it," junior guard Isaiah
Canaan said with a smile. Wit's entertainment for
us that keeps us busy Hnd keep our minds free
sometimes from being hammered down with
bash•thall so much."
The athletes an::n't the only oni!S whu tweet,
either.
"Coach Prohm, we've got him hooked on Twitter and now he's enjoying it," Canaan said. "It's
just for entertainment, we read up on things
sometimes :md follow people who is fun to lis- ·
ten to or have knowledge; it's just fun."
First yt•ar Head Coach Steve Prohm opened a
Twitter accuunt in March last year and uses the
sod:tl media site to connect with players and
fans.
"It's fun and totally different:' said Prohm, who
didn't have a cdl phone his second or third year
in the business. "My followers have gotten a little more now with our success. but it gives me a
way to interact and (ollow the guys and jokl!
around with them a little bit in a different light.
It nlso gin•s me a chance to interact with the students and community and keep them involved
and let them feel a part of what's going on here,
because the biggest thing right now is how much
the community is having "fun and how much it's
impacting our school."
Tht• degree nf involvement Prohm has on
'JWittcr as a coach is new to Racer Nation.
"This is' something rou would never have seen
out of Coach Kennedy, although he docs have an
!!CCOUnt at Texas A&M and had one maybe here
but it wa~ extremely inactive, but Ct)ach <I'rohm)
has"Teally embran•d itt' said Neal Bradley. the
Voice of the Racers. "I think it's two--fold I think
it A) helps him to build a little camarndcrie with
his team, and B) helps him keep an eye on what
ther'rc tweeting, but he has fun with it."
Bradle}' said the USl' of 'JWitter and social
media is where trust comes into play.
"l've seen some coaches come down hard on
how negative it is and I think Coach Prohm. and
l ba1.·k him 100 pcn:ent on this, thinks it can be
positive," Bradley said. "We have a bunch of mature kids wh~) are on there and they just have fun
with it and to me that's a lot of fun. I like it when
(Prohml gets into it with them. cuning into them
t)n the teams they follow or something like that
or the games, the Call of Duty tlf whatever it is
they're playing. but they have a lot of fun with
that but they put it back on him. when his Redskins weren't doing well he kind of went silent
on them for a while, finally."
In addition to the ability to engage in conversation with others, social media - Twitter especially - has become an efficient way to stay
updated on games fans couldn't sec in person.
"In this day and age everything is so immediate now," Dave Winder, sports information direction for Murray State athletics, said. "I guess
the thing that the social media has done is that
it's allowed us all to communicate thousands of
miles apart like we're sitting right next to each
other. I always felt it was a great way to communicate during games, that's what I like about it."
Fans keep up with Haccr tweets during games
in whi,ch they do and don't attend, Josh Hill,
freshman from Paducah, Ky., said.
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"(Saturday) night l was :tblc t(l catch that my
favorite Racer, LaTreze Mushatt, had ll points
a~d 1 think five or six rebounds in the first half
(of the UT-Martin game)," Hill, from Paducah,
Ky., said. "While I knew he had been having a
good game, I was able to catch that tweet and say.
'Oh. hey, he might be up fur a double·double
tonight.' There have also been a couple of calls
by the refs that I was unsure of. Usually, someone will tweet about the call. like who it was
against, what the call was nnd why. So while
there were only a couple games I didn't sec in
person, these tweets have been helpful even fur
the games I did see."
'Ibc support of Hacer Nation has become more
tangible through social media and has served as
a source of encouragement for the team.
"Before every game you get a lot of tweets
telling you 'good luck' and 'keep the train mi;)Ving' and all that stuff," senior guard Jewuan Long
s.1id. "So you realize that you have a lot of people
out there pulling for you, and it just gives you
great pride to know that. and it gives us nwrc
motivation to sec what th\~Y say."
Brian Schooley, graduate student from Paducah, has followed the Racers since he \\'as 8 years
old and now follows them on Twitter.
"I follow several players and it shows how
grounded they are and what a great group of
guys they arc when they respond to one of my
tweets or retweet something I said," said Schooley, whose father, Phil, serves on the University's
Board of Regents. "It also Sh(lWS how close they
are and what friends they are when they joke and
kid with each other."
Senior guard Donte Poole deleted his Pacebook account and now solely uses 'JWitter.
"I'm on there a lot, I'm always tweeting and
checking my things and !,love it," Poole said.
"People always tweet things and after gamt>s you
get so many tweets from people. A lot of people
(might) look at them and ignore'tliem bUt 1 actually take the time, whether it's a road trip or even
if it's a day or two late, to go through and answer
everybody or acknowledge it because it's just a
blessing. I fed su appreciated knowing that
they'll take the time to say or make a comment
about me so l feel that the lenst I can do is respond and acknowledge them."
One of the fans Poole and his teammates have
acknowledged is Brendan Parker, freshman at
Murray H igh School, wh1.l has followed Murray
State basket hall as long as he can remember.
"I do follow a lot of Racer-related things on
Twitter (including) WPSD Spores, all the players, Coach Prohm, MSU News, Neal Bradley,"
Parker said. "I follow these people because they
help me stay connected with Racer Nation. I
enjoy seeing the players and coaches' tweets
about the game and about their daily life. It sort
of makes )"OU feel like you know them. even
though you really don't."
University President Randy Dunn said he stays
up to date with what is going on with the team in
the nation through his wife, Ronda.
"I feel like I keep up pretty well with what's
going on just on the basis of what gets forwarded
and what pe(lple share with me," Dunn said.
"Ronda, on the other hand, docs stay pretty
closely attached to it. So a lot of times she'll be
the one who will catch things before 1 do and forward them to me. Even though 1 don't stay on it
all day I do feel like I'm pretty current about
what's going on with it."
Contact
McDonald
at
smcdonuld3@
murraystate.('du.
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Salt water taffy Is available In many flavors at Candy Cravings. Candy is charged by its weight.

Candy Cravings offers an extensive selection of jelly beans. Other candy offered Includes pucker powder sticks, chocolates
and Whlrly Pops. There Is also a selection of sugar·free candies available.

New candy store arrives in time for holiday
tie taste of nostalgia can be found there tu appeal to any homco;kk student, adult or ~hild . There are-even a few goofy candies
such as w.•x lips .md mustaches.
Interactive in smm' \Vays, Candy Cravings h~1s :1 station to ereale custutn Sttgary puckl·r powder sticks. The candy stun~ provide.; chances to mix·n-matcb candy favorite~ for a mor~
personal blend such as champagne bubble gummics and choco·
late covered raisins.
There is the chuicc of mile in~ und matching ,mrercnt types of
jcll~·beans as well as chocolatt~s. hard cumhcs and others. There
re.-optwn!f.:w:ti!abl~ fhr pre·pacbged flavo~ such as smooth it~
blend and soda pop a-. well.
There are ~hoiccs of sugar-frc~ cand}' for a sweets. lover but
health :1dvo~ate as well. They will be Kctting more sugar• free
l)ptions anJ display$ to add to their stmc soon, Driscoll s:tid.
Some fam•.m-; fiction:1 l characters ;,dorn their nnmcs on
candy. The well-known Bertie- Bolt's Every Fbvor Icily Hcans

Decca Schimmel
Contributing writl'r
There is a new place in town aiming to satisfy tht• commu·
nity of Murray's swcl't tooth.
Candy Cravings i!; a new. family-owned business now open
in Murray. Bubblcgum pink walls and handmade decorations
adom the cand}' store, as well as varinus racks of colorful candy.
An idea not yet tnppcd in the Murr.ty area, the DrisC<)JI fam·
ily dccidcd 'to move to MUTray frnm Chicago and ~~.·ttlt! J,>wn II>
t>ffcr something their kidS' bavc.always cujoycd to th ·rest of lle
community.
• , '''
"We thought ir would be a cool thing for Murray to have it!>
own candy store, and it is a great Y."ay to connect to the loc.ll
community," Mike Driscoll, ct>·owncr, said.
Then· is a variety of different candies ranging from jelly
beans to chocolate lo Whirly Pops. Many candies offering a lit-

and other Harry Potter and Peter Rabbit candies arc offered .
These are all organized in a section ofthcm'l!d candiL-s.
With Valentines Oay arriving Tut'sday, Candy Cravings has
opened in time to have a small display of Valcntim!'s c,Jndics.
However, they arc focusing on novelty candies a:; thl' theme uf
their :;tore. Gift boxes arc on display t~ make gift-giving ca..;ier.
Like older candy shops, Candy Cravings chari;cs by the
weight of candy rather than pricing each piece.
"It is nice having n c:mdy store like the one in Paducah," Tori
Cobb, non-student from Murray, said.
The candy store in l'ad~cah, Candy Bouquet. is the n•:xt doses! candy shop.
•
Candy Cravings is located in .Murray Plaza on 12th Street nc.'< t
to Murray Doughnuts and ncar '!om's Pizza.
The store is open Thcsday t?rough 'l11ursday from JO a.m. to
6 p.m. unJ Friday and Saturda~ from 10 a.m. toR p.m.

Corttac-t Schimmel ut rschirnmel@murraystatc>.edu.

Annual campus-wide student talent contest dears end
Becca Schimmel
Contributing writer

r, 14
Sc •cen ~h(•t from gor,\Cl!rs.com

The Suspensions. Kaltlin Cleven, Amber Woolery and Ellie Rodenberg competed in the
finals for Racers Got Talent this year. See their videos at goracers.com.

Happiness Qes{aura ~
Valentine's Day
Sweetheart's Deal
'Wid throllftl Friday Feb. 10 to Sunday Feb. 19'

(

2 Entrees

(s~food $3 extra)

\

2 Spring Rolls & 2 Crab Rangoons
2 Bottomless Drinks
1 Slice Of Cheesecake To Share

$25
(Dine-in or Carryout only}
'not available With other offers·

412 Main Street
on the square

270-761-7888

Racers Gut latent is a halftime competition
show performed at the men's basketball games.
The L"'ntest is in its second year and is sponsored
by BB{\:T bank.
'lllen:: ure currently four participants in the
running. The Suspensions. a male a cappella
group, and individual singers, Kaitlin Cleven,
Amber Woolery and Ellie Rodenberg remain in
the contest.
There were 18 acts altogethcr,l6 of them were
chosen by a panel of three judges and two of
them were chosen by voting on 'F;u.:cbook for fan .
favorites.·
These contestants have t!cen narrowed down
after each round of basketball game perform·
am:cs. The students who rcmnined were voted on
by lhcir peers on goraccrs.com.
The winner receives a $500 cash reward from
HB&T. The prize will be given at the last men's
home g3lllc on Saturday, Feb. 18.
Voting for the final two finalists dosed on
TuesJay and they were announced nt the basket·
ball ~arne on 11\Ursd;~y.
The t()p two nets will be performing at Saturday's basketball game :md online voting will de·
termine the ultimate winner.

The competition al\ows students to share their
hidden and exposed talents with their fellow">tu·
dent Racer fans. Their prerecorded performances
arc postt•d on goraccrs.com fur fans to view before voting.
·
Like the television show, "Americas Got Talent; competitors can have :til}' talent to com{k.!te
with, not tmly singing.
"lt has ht!cn beneficial in the ~l'llSI~ that I'm
usually really shy whl:n it cnmc!> to singing ;md
it has helped me grow in that sense," Amher
Woolery, freshman from Shclb}Willc, Ky.. s:1id.
"It's really a combination of talent and networking because the pcopll.! that go to these
g<1mes whl!rc the videos nrc broadcast, they're
not Murra)' State students but they St'C these :tcts
and they vote for them because they want to be
entertained by them at that live show in fcbru<Jry," Elizabeth Costy, coordinator of the event
and market ing assistant for Racer Athlrtics, said.
Marshall Shank, graduate student from Owl·nsboro. Ky.. won Racers Got Talent last year with
bis hip hop arrangement of 'Amazing Grncc' on
the flute. More than 12,000 votes wcrl' cast during
last year's competition.
Interested students can expect to Sl't' Racers
Got To1lcnt return next fall for the third year.
Contact
Schimmel
at
rschimmel(g)

murraystate.edu.
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DVD Review-~~-~-~-------

Latest 'TWilight' film holds audience
atten ion, lacks nt in all-star cast
1

:=e,'r

I can tolerate listen-

iDs to most musk. As
lq

u the artist bas
a decent voice and
complements &om
their musk, I probably won't c:baqe the
ltadoa.
But, .. you mllbt
have pessed. there
ue also a selec:t few I
ciiiDOt tolerate. usually be.cause of their
YOkes or lack of wbat
I COIIIider lllllllcaJ aleal. Maybe JOU11
qree with me oa tbae.

Ja rNcw-

' I c:loa't Jeme~Dber when I first beard
ber voJce but I remember~ amazed.
mel DOt iDa aood way. Newsom really
turpriled me wltb bet small. adolesceat
voice. DoD't pt me Wf0D1. rm all for
IOIDeODe apniiiDa themselves througb
lllUilc: but the Industry ls DOt for everyODe.

series

'l"be barplst, who often slap of inanimate (JbJec:ts. baa been featured iD ODe
,... tllatl really eatoY Ustenina to. Her
t q -rile Book ofJUPt OD" is sampled
bl 'l1le Roots' •RJaht On.•nat little
.o&ce of ben actually c:omplemeDta the
leDio Put Newsom oa arrack by herself.
DOt 10 IIUK!b.
I really tblnk she has the talent .to be
Just IQ iutrumeataliat. Girl knows how
to strum a lwp.
1.-.Delllq

·-•liiWI·

the pariS. f ·dlii*IL
As anticipated, the lead characters, Edward
and Bella, marry in the beginning of this ftlm.
Following the wedding. is the even more anticipated honeymoon.
Although the water and bedroom scenes were
super awkward, the scenes stayed true to the
book. Edward Cullen. played by Robert Pattinson in the saga, proved he could get passionate,
a Uttle too passionate, physically rather than Just
emotionally, even though we only really set to
see the evidence of it from the next momiDg
since the deflowering takes place somewhere
off-screen. Twihards everywhere will be disappointed as this was one of the parts of the book
that was anticipated to see brought to life on the
silver screen.
After the honeymoon gets shortened~
of uncertain circumstances, the couple head
back home.
While a pregnancy isn't really tbe best wedding gift for anyone, Kristen Stewart's cbaracter,
Bella. enjoys her short pregnaacy a little too
much.
Jacob•.played by Taylor Lautner, continues to
somehow try to win Bella's affection even
thoJ,tgb she is married and pregaant by this
point. Little dOes he know, he will have someone else close to Bella to care for by the end of
this fUm. It's weird, and it's funny. 1
1 wasn't sure where ihe mm wodld end but
when the movie was over, I thought the conclusloD was great. The way the film eflded left the

courtesy

EMd Cullln.IIIIVId br Mlrt PIDiSOA,_. 1111 SIIID. . . . br ~ria~ a-t spark thllr ~In 1hl Twtllaht SIIJI:IIrlllilll• Pllt 1.' 011 the 110w1t on IWD Slbldlf,
two-part movie soUd. I wanted to see more
when I left the theater. and l"m sure I wasn't the
oaly one who left feeliDs that •
Overall, I will say rhere was fito JUCh male
(specifically ftlllp1re) makeup aad I CiMI1d have
been OK with fewer shirtless LautDer aceaes,
but~ the we~ body lieat., ,__
dleForb,Wam
While J wouldn't exactly call thla.movle Oscar
worthy, and I don't think many would. I would
say that tbe fllm and:eiM'IIdeftilitelysome MTV Movie Award popcorn
Let's see if they wiD best kill an4 ~
year apin tbJs year.
..Breaking Dawn: Part II" is set to be released

Whlletbla lady .. still pretty DeW lD
tbe biz, lbe ldll bu yet to impress me. I
mUit DOt be aiooe bl la)'iDI this because
the~ studio~ has lWI a lot of
~ve pabUdty liDc:e her Saturday
Nfibt 1be appeaqace. She had two bad
peiformailces OD the c:omedy sketch
lbow a few weeb 810 u she was introduced to the maiutream world with her
low vocals.
' Tbole low allcl somewhat unattractive
Dotes she IRID8 dlciJl't exac::tly brlils me
toy, but JQaybe i1Jibt Cear for her ftelh
cueer.; For someoae who is suppoeedly
the nest cool tblna.lhe'l yet to be OD my

radaG

Wbat DelJtey lacb bl ber music Is
emotioa ita felt wbat she wu liasilll
and eoblcllbo* tbat.lllaybe her SNL gig
would have aone a little better.

One star: Only if you're bored
Two stars: Worth the rental
Three stars: See it Immediately

Iii tl\C!'aters.Ndf"H~tljjtll!iir;l_.• •
ternet Movie~
Contact Thylor at ~ta:y(or:Millul'ftiJ!NI*-P.
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State alumni create independent film
Ryan Steele
Contributing writer
In a heap of post-apocalyptic thrillers that feature zombies,
"Revelation Trail" looks to set itself apart. Putting a spin
on the usual modem setting, "Revelation Trail" takes the story
back to the days of the American Frontier where settlers, oldtime entrepreneurs, outlaws and. of course, zombies, are look.~
.
mg to survtve.
The film begins as a zombie outbreak infects the frontier of
America. A preacher's life is thrown into the air. and he must decide what to do. Should he give in to the ruin or should he pick
up and join the fight against the undead?
Joining the preacher in the midst of this epidemic is the
town's marshal. Representing a moral struggle to do what must
e
b
done, the preach~r plays the opposite of the marshal who wants
nothing more than to deal with his own personal demons in his
way.
Production on "Revelation Trail" lasted for almost two years.
Filming took place three weeks in the summer and winter of
2011.
The film features a crew from all over the U.S.. a majority of
the m coming from Kentucky and Illinois.
john Gibson. writer, director and Murray State alumnus,
was born in Henderson Ky.. and is currently a teacher at Northern Kentucky University. Prior to "Revelation Trail," Gibson
C(l-wrote. directed and shot the short filin "You Owe Me." The
film won the audience award at the Paducah 48-hour film festival in 2009.
As a Paducah native living in Los Angeles and a fellow Murray State alumnus, Daniel Van Thomas is the co-writer for "Revelation Trail" and plays the part of the preacher in the film.
Notable past projects for Van Thomas include "Call 911," fea ·
turcd on the Discovery Channel, "Bloody Thursday" on PBS and
the voice of Bert Venters in Rockstar Game's •Red Dead Redemption," which features a story line about zombies in the
Wild West as well.
Blake Armstrong, executive producer/ post-production supervisor, is originally from Metropolis, Ill., although he now res ides in Los Angeles. Armstrong has previously worked on hit
s hllWS such as "Fear Factor," '~ Deal or No Deal," "Scream
Queens." "Sport Science" and "Human Wrecking Balls" as a
post-production supervisor.
Donald Fleming, another Murray State alumnus, js the production assistant and an actor in the ftlm, playing the part of
the sheriff Jakob Bannon. Fleming is a California native who res ides in Western Kentucky. Having worked on more than 14
films, Fleming decided to start working not only in front of the
screen. but behind it as well. Fleming has won numerous awards

Photo tourt.-sy ,,f rev~l.ltiontriul.<.om

An actor oets well Into character durtno ascene of Independent film. •Revelation Trail." See the film's trailer at revelationtraii.COf!l.
for his work both on and off screen. Some of his awards include
best supporting actor, best lighting design and the coveted lifetime achievement award at Playhouse in the Park.
"My experience as a whole has been fantastic," Fleming said
about "Revelation Trail" via email. "Everyone, cast and crew
alike, have been absolutely wonderful to work with. Everyone
supports each other. and safety is the highest priority. This has
truly been one of the most organized films I've worked on."
Fleming said that while one might say he is starring in ''Revelation Trail," he docs not have a significant role in the film.
"I play Jakob BanMn, definitely a bad guy," he said. "I played
Marshal Edwards in the trailer. one of the two lead characters,
but that honor has gone to the very talented Daniel Britt. You
could not ask for a better person for that role."
According to the website, www.revelationtrailcom, the cast

and crew of the film not only want to make a film out of this
story, but want to see it expand into their own universe. If they
have their way, audiences will be seeing not only this film.
but multiple films along with graphic novels and possibly even
video games.
As "Revelation Trail" isn't on the well-known circuit of ftlms
coming out, it may be hard to stay up to date on what's happening with the film. Including the previously mentioned website, as well as a Facebook page for the film, all announcements
and updates can be easily accessed.
On their website are several trailers for the film along with
webisodes featuring stories that intertwine with the main plot
of "Revelation Trail" titled "Lilith's Story." These feature the
viewpoint of a child in the "Revelation Trail" universe.
Contact Steele at rsteele4@murraystate.edu.

Valentine's Day 2012: Spreading the romance in Murray
Allysoo Putman
Staff writer

Jordu: Ocrken/ The News

Murray offers a variety of date Ideas for Valentlne·s Day. Couples and friends can choose from nearby restaurants for
their V·Day celebration or have dinner at home.

r--------------------------~

• t\11 rooms have refrigera tor a nd microwave.
• f.t.11ed 100% by Dept. of Puhl ic Health.
• Owned :md opcrntcd hy nn M SU graduate
• lhe on ly 100% non-smoki ng a nd pet·ir<>t:'
hotcl/molt•l in town.
•I r<.'l' high spl'ed wireless internet.
'iOIJ ::; I 2th St. (US 64 11

Murray, KY 4:l071
270 75'3 lbl\2
Online rcscrvat1ons· nwrra~·plazal(l(!ge.wm
Email· mplf'lnurraypl azt~ lodgc.c..orn

10% OFF for Murr,1}1 St.11e paren!s1 a lum ni and visitors!
~--------------------------A
I

Red and pink decorations on nearly
every wall, Cupid's arrows flying at full
force and conversation hearts make one
thing clear: Valentine's Day is here yet
again.
For many couples, celebrating Valentine's Day is one of the most special experiences in their relationship. It is a day
devoted entirely to celebrating their love
for one another through activities, gifts
or simply spending time together.
While Murray may not be the most
exciting spot for nightlife, there are
more date locations than one may see at
first glance. Cheri Theaters, a beautiful
campus and a wide variety of restaurants are all options for organizing one
of the best Valentine's Day date ever.
For starters, a classic idea is to take a
valentine to the movies. Dates have been
going to the movies on Valentine's Day
for decades for a simple reason - it's fun.
This year, the movie of choice for most
Valentine's Day moviegoers is "The
Vow." This romantic comedy premieres
in theaters today.
Another classic, yet often overlooked,
idea is to take a date for a romantic walk
through campus. For many, simplicity
has the potential to rank higher than
even the grandest of gestures. Also, this
is a great idea for the valentine who is on
a budget.
'
Still, one of the most important parts
, of creating the ideal Valentine's Day
evening is the dinner plan. Choosing the
right restaurant is key. In Murray, some
of the top dinner date locations include
Jasmine Thai and Sushi, Shogun, Tom's
Grille and '1\unbleweed.
Once the reservations have been made
and the perfect evening has been
planned, it is time to think about gift

ideas.
Trevor Busby, senior from Camden,
Tenn, and Emily Brcitkreitz, junior from
West Chicago. Ill., will be celebrating
their second Valentine's Day together
this '1\lesday.
The couple said they would be keeping their evening rather quiet, with plans
to go out to dinner and exchange gifts.
"1 don't want to give her just the usual
gifts of flo.,ers and chocolate," Busby
said. "I waot it to be something sentimental and }.vith meaning."
To make finding ideas on Valentine's
Day gifts eaSier, there are many wcbsite.o;
stocked with helpful advice on all sorts
of gifts ranging from personalized candy
to the right kind of jewelry. One possibility for any holiday is gifts.com.
While Valentine's Oay can be like a
sweet smelling rose, many single men
and women can find the day to be more
like a thorn in their side.
This holiday, however. is not only
about love for a significant other but loving oneself. So ladies and gentlemen put down the ice cream and junk food
and check out some neat ideas for celebrating the holiday solo by being treated
to a night with friends or simply relaxing.
Brandon Orr, junior from Murray, said
he is proud to be celebrating the holiday
with his friends.
"Being single on Valentine's Day is no
longer a move of social suicide," Orr
said. "It shows that we have become independent enough not to rely on social
or relationship status for a need of self
worth."
Regardless of one's romantic status,
Valentine's Day is cause for celebration
so do not be afraid to go out and enjoy
all of the love in the air.
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